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ABSTRACT

Arctic sea ice extent (SIE) has decreased over recent decades, with record-setting minimum events in 2007 and again in 2012. A question of interest across many disciplines concerns the extent to which such extreme events can be attributed to anthropogenic influences. First, a detection and attribution analysis is performed for trends in SIE anomalies over the observed period. The main objective of this study is an event attribution analysis for extreme minimum events in Arctic SIE. Although focus is placed on the 2012 event, the results are generalized to extreme events of other magnitudes, including both past and potential future extremes. Several ensembles of model responses are used, including two single-model large ensembles. Using several different metrics to define the events in question, it is shown that an extreme SIE minimum of the magnitude seen in 2012 is consistent with a scenario including anthropogenic influence and is extremely unlikely in a scenario excluding anthropogenic influence. Hence, the 2012 Arctic sea ice minimum provides a counterexample to the often-quoted idea that individual extreme events cannot be attributed to human influence.

1. Introduction

Sea ice extent (SIE) in the Arctic has decreased throughout the satellite record (Vaughan et al. 2013a). Loss of Arctic sea ice has implications in many areas (IPCC 2014; Serreze et al. 2007), such as ecosystems, transportation, fisheries/commerce, and Arctic communities. Arctic SIE reached a minimum of $4.28 \times 10^6$ km$^2$ in September 2007 (Stroeve et al. 2008), during a period of strong Arctic sea ice decline (Stroeve et al. 2007; Comiso et al. 2008; Serreze et al. 2007). Although the rate of sea ice loss decreased subsequently, both short-period trends were within the range of natural variability plus an all-forcing (natural and anthropogenic) signal (Swart et al. 2015). A new minimum was reached in 2012, with the Arctic experiencing a September average SIE of only $3.62 \times 10^6$ km$^2$ (Fetterer et al. 2002, a continuously updated sea ice index). To what extent can these extreme minimum events in Arctic SIE be attributed to anthropogenic influence on the climate?

Climate change detection and attribution methodologies have been widely used to detect changes in climate variables and attribute these to anthropogenic influences (Stott et al. 2010; Hegerl and Zwiers 2011; Bindoff et al. 2013). According to Hegerl et al. (2010), climate change detection aims to determine if observed changes are inconsistent with internal variability, while attribution goes a step farther in showing an observed
change is only consistent with a certain forcing scenario (e.g., natural plus anthropogenic). Recent focus has been on the attribution of extreme events, especially those of particular societal interest (Peterson et al. 2013; Herring et al. 2015; Christidis et al. 2015). Event attribution aims to determine if a specific, usually extreme, event can be attributed to anthropogenic influences. A common metric of event attribution is the fraction of attributable risk (FAR; Stott et al. 2004; Stone and Allen 2005), which quantifies the additional risk of an event’s occurrence due to anthropogenic forcings from that due to natural forcings alone by comparing the probabilities of that event under each forcing scenario. Reviews of event attribution are found in Stott et al. (2016) and Hulme (2014) and in a new report from the National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM 2016) that summarizes the methodology and current state of the science of event attribution.

Arctic temperatures have been increasing (Hartmann et al. 2013) for the last several decades and will likely continue to increase at a greater rate than at lower latitudes because of Arctic amplification (Serreze and Barry 2011). Gillett et al. (2008) attributed recent trends in Arctic temperatures to anthropogenic influences. Najafi et al. (2015) distinguished between the separate effects of greenhouse gases (GHGs) and other anthropogenic forcings (OANT; including aerosols) on Arctic temperature. They detected a signal from both GHG and OANT in the observed trend and demonstrated that OANT can act against GHG-induced warming, offsetting this warming by about 60%. Understanding the attribution of Arctic temperature changes allows for a more robust attribution of Arctic sea ice changes, as SIE is strongly influenced by the temperature of the region.

In regards to Arctic sea ice, Vinnikov et al. (1999) demonstrated that observed and modeled trends in Arctic sea ice were unlikely to be the result of internal variability alone. Gregory et al. (2002) found modeled SIE trends (from a single model), when including anthropogenic forcing, were consistent with observations, while simulations with only natural forcing exhibited no significant trend. In an observation-based analysis, Notz and Marotzke (2012) showed that both trends and extreme minima in Arctic SIE are inconsistent with internal variability alone and that the observed trend shows a strong correlation to the trend in atmospheric CO₂, a main component of anthropogenic forcings. Through a detection and attribution analysis, Min et al. (2008) found an anthropogenic influence on the time series of annual Arctic sea ice anomalies beginning in the 1990s; for individual months, both anthropogenic and all-forcing signals were detected from May through December.

It has been shown that internal variability can strongly influence decreasing trends in SIE, especially on shorter time scales (Kay et al. 2011) and mostly in the form of the Atlantic multidecadal oscillation (Day et al. 2012). Specifically, for the 2012 record minimum of Arctic SIE, it has been shown that this event is inconsistent with internal variability alone (Zhang and Knutson 2013) and was likely influenced by warmer surface air temperatures and sea ice memory, which includes ice thinning (Guemas et al. 2013). To our knowledge, an event attribution analysis of the 2012 minimum and other such extreme events in Arctic SIE has not yet been done. This would be useful because it would provide a quantitative assessment of whether anthropogenic forcing was necessary for the event to occur and whether it is sufficient for such events to continue to occur repeatedly in the future. Characterizing the causes and implications of climate change through specific events provides policymakers with another way in which to understand the implications of the continuing greenhouse gas increases. In addition, an event attribution analysis could be of interest to those studying impacts of the 2012 minimum and other such extremes.

This study focuses on attribution of extreme events in Arctic SIE after first performing a detection and attribution analysis for the time series. In particular, large ensembles from the Second Generation Canadian Earth System Model (CanESM2; Arora et al. 2011) and the Community Earth System Model, version 1, (CESM1; Kay et al. 2015) are used. An advantage of a large ensemble is the ability to generate many realizations that allow for a robust sampling of internal climate variability as simulated by that model under transient conditions. As event attribution results can be very sensitive to the framing of the question (NASEM 2016; Stott et al. 2016; Shepherd 2016; Otto et al. 2012), several metrics are used to define the extreme minimum in 2012. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 includes a discussion of the observations and model ensembles used for the analysis. In section 3, a description of the attribution methodology is presented, including analyses of temporal patterns and specific events. The results are presented in section 4, followed by a discussion and conclusions in section 5. The main goal of this study is to quantify the extent to which extreme events in Arctic SIE (such as that in 2012) can be attributed to anthropogenic influences. Furthermore, the analysis will set up an attribution assessment of future extreme minima.

2. Data
   a. Observations

Observations of Arctic SIE were acquired from the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC). NSIDC
calculates a sea ice index (Fetterer et al. 2002) that represents the SIE north of 30.98°N. Data are available beginning in November 1978. Two satellite datasets are used to create the product based on observations from several passive microwave sensors. A brief overview of the use of satellites in monitoring sea ice can be found in Vaughan et al. (2013b).

In calculating the sea ice index, Fetterer et al. (2002) first convert satellite brightness temperatures to sea ice concentrations (SICs) for each grid box. Then mean monthly SICs are calculated. Grid boxes are designated as “ice” or “no ice” using an SIC threshold of 15%, which is commonly used for the calculation of SIE (Vaughan et al. 2013a). The sum of areas of the ice grid boxes in the Northern Hemisphere is calculated for each month. The resulting SIEs are presented in millions of square kilometers.

b. Models

1) CANESM2 LARGE ENSEMBLE

CanESM2 (Arora et al. 2011) is a coupled Earth system model developed and run by the Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis (CCCma) and used in phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5). The CMIP5 submission included five ensemble members run with historical forcings from 1850 to 2005. A large-ensemble project expanded this initial ensemble by branching each of the original five simulations into 10 ensemble members each in 1950, resulting in a total of 50 ensemble members. Different realizations were generated by changing the seed of a random number generator in the cloud parameterization.

Simulations were run with both natural forcings (NAT), which include solar and volcanic influences only, and combined natural and anthropogenic forcings (ALL). The anthropogenic forcings include human influences, such as greenhouse gases, aerosol emissions, and land use. The CanESM2 large ensemble has data through 2100 for ALL and NAT simulations. The resulting ensemble means are shown in darker colors in Fig. 1a. This method of bias correction, while changing the magnitude of the SIE values, maintains the ensemble spread and the differences between the ALL and NAT results. As an alternative method, the SIC threshold was decreased, but the resulting SIE values are still biased low relative to the observations, and thus the mean-adjustment method was chosen as a simple approach for making bias adjustments. A caveat, however, is that this approach does not account for the relationship between variability and the mean state (Fig. 4). The dependence of variability on the mean state will be discussed in more detail in a subsequent section.

2) CESM1 LARGE ENSEMBLE

A large ensemble of the CESM1 simulations is also available, branching off their CMIP5 ensemble simulations in 1920 (Kay et al. 2015). The output is a 30-member ensemble for ALL forcings with useable data covering 1930–2080. Forcings from the RCP8.5 simulations are used for years beyond 2005. Figure 1b shows the CESM1 ensemble spread compared to observations. Although the magnitude of September SIE from CESM1 agrees well with observations during the earlier period, the declining trend in SIE is weaker. Nevertheless, the difference between the trends in the model’s ensemble mean and in the observations is consistent with internal variability as the observed trend falls within the 5th to
95th percentile range of trends across the individual CESM1 ensemble members. Note that the phases of internal multidecadal variability in observed (Zhang 2015) and model simulated realizations of Arctic sea ice are likely different, such that the effect of natural internal multidecadal variability would be averaged out in the ensemble mean, whereas it is present in the observations. The seasonal cycle from CESM1 (Fig. 2) shows fairly good agreement with the observed seasonal cycle, although the model SIE decreases less through the summer months than observed. This assessment is similar to that presented by Jahn et al. (2012) for a related version of this model (CCSM4).

The CESM1 large ensemble does not include runs with only NAT forcings, so the preindustrial control (PIC) simulation will be used for comparison instead. If the 1000-yr PIC run is divided into segments of a length similar to the observations, the result is about six fewer ensemble members than the ALL simulation. As an extended period is plotted here, there are about half as many ensemble members for the PIC, although the event attribution analysis will use a PIC ensemble of the same size as the ALL ensemble for the slightly shorter period required. However, the spread of the PIC ensemble changes very little with increased ensemble size.

3) IPSL ENSEMBLE

As the CanESM2 shows a low bias relative to observations and the CESM1 agrees fairly well, a third model showing a high bias was chosen from the CMIP5 archives. The IPSL-CM5 model (Dufresne et al. 2013) from the Institute Pierre-Simon Laplace (IPSL) was chosen from those showing a high bias of September SIE relative to the observations during the overlapping period because of the size of its ensemble and the availability of simulations with NAT forcings. The full model name is IPSL-CM5A-LR, but this ensemble will simply be referred to as IPSL hereinafter. IPSL provides only three ensemble members. However, the accompanying preindustrial control run is long and should sufficiently sample the internal variability. IPSL data beyond 2005 are forced with the RCP8.5 simulations.
Because of its small ensemble, IPSL is excluded from Fig. 1, but a comparison of its ensemble means with observations can be found in Fig. 3a. Similar to that of CESM1, the SIE trend from IPSL is weaker than that in observations, although, again, this could be influenced by internal variability. Using a similar method to that for CanESM2, the IPSL data were bias corrected using a simple shift so that the mean for the 1981–2010 period for the ALL ensemble mean matches that from observations. This bias adjustment results in shifting the IPSL data down by approximately $1 \times 10^8$ km$^2$ in September.

4) CMIP5 ENSEMBLE

Finally, an ensemble from the collection of models included in CMIP5 is also utilized. Historical simulations are available through 2005, and RCP4.5 simulations are used to extend the results through 2012. Choosing RCP4.5 over RCP8.5 allows for a larger ensemble. As the NAT data limit the analysis through 2012, the choice of RCP would make little difference; the radiative forcings for RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 begin diverging from each other around 2020 (van Vuuren et al. 2011). All models that submitted historical, RCP4.5, and natural-forcing simulations for the desired time period(s) are included. All models with NAT simulations ending in 2005 were excluded. The resulting ensemble has 40 members in total from nine different models (see Table S1 in the supplementary material). However, for most of the subsequent analyses, a 35-member ensemble is used, after removing the CSIRO model. The Arctic sea ice from the CSIRO model is a clear outlier and differs greatly from the observations (Massonnet et al. 2012); the CSIRO model also greatly underestimates SIE variability (Fig. S2 in the supplementary material). The effects of including this model will be discussed in section 4. An overview of the CMIP5 models’ performance for sea ice can be found in Shu et al. (2015). Only one of the models selected (IPSL-CM5A-MR) is included in the IPCC’s selection of the best five models for sea ice based on a multifaceted comparison to observations (Collins et al. 2013); unfortunately, most of these models did not provide the NAT simulations required for subsequent analyses. It should be noted that the CMIP5 ensemble includes

![Fig. 3. Time series of four methods to characterize SIE events: (a) absolute values, (b) anomalies relative to the 1981–2010 mean, (c) the fraction of the 1979–89 mean, and (d) nonoverlapping 5-yr averages. The observations are shown in black, and the ensemble mean from each of the four ensembles and each of the two forcing scenarios are shown by colors. The shaded regions in (b) and (c) depict the reference period. NAT or PIC anomalies and fractions are calculated relative to the mean from the corresponding ALL forcing simulations.](image-url)
contributions from two of the three models discussed above: CanESM2 and IPSL.

An illustration of the CMIP5 ensemble spread and a comparison to observations are shown in Fig. 1c. The CMIP5 ensemble shows considerably more spread than either of the single-model ensembles (Figs. 1a,b). Some of the models included in this ensemble exhibit strong high or low biases relative to the observed values. The spread of biases is also evident in Fig. 2, where the CMIP5 multimodel ensemble shows a much wider range of seasonal patterns across the ensemble than the single-model ensembles. There is also large variability across ensemble members in the magnitude of trends in sea ice extent (Fig. 1c). The ensemble mean for CMIP5 is calculated with weights such that each model lends equal weight to the mean value. For absolute values, the CMIP5 ensemble mean shows a low bias, although the anomalies agree fairly well with observations (Fig. 3).

5) COMPARISON OF ENSEMBLES

Figure 3a displays the ensemble mean from the two scenarios for each model and the observations. The low bias from CanESM2 is strong, whereas the high bias of IPSL is weaker. The CESM1 ensemble mean compares fairly well to the observations in terms of SIE magnitude, while the CMIP5 ensemble mean is biased low. The CanESM2, CMIP5, and CESM1 time series in Fig. 3 show greatly reduced variance compared to the observations, as they represent ensemble averages over 50, 35, and 30 realizations, respectively. Figure S2 compares the standard deviation of the observed time series to the standard deviation from each ensemble member from all models. Most models show slightly greater variability of SIE across the time series compared to the observations, although there is good agreement among the ALL, NAT, and PIC forcing scenarios within each model. CESM1 and a couple of CMIP5 models underestimate the variability compared to observations.

For each model, the NAT and ALL responses show similar SIE values during the earlier period, but the ALL results begin to deviate from the NAT responses around 1990 (Fig. 3a). The separation of the ALL and NAT responses can be seen more distinctly by viewing time series of anomalies. Figure 3b shows the ensemble means from each set as anomalies relative to the ALL ensemble mean from the 1981–2010 period. The observations and ALL responses show decreasing trends, with the Arctic losing roughly $2 \times 10^6$ km$^2$ of sea ice extent over a 30-yr period, although this value differs by ensemble and ensemble member (not shown). In contrast, the NAT (and CESM1 PIC) responses show no obvious trends in SIE but do exhibit some evidence of low-frequency variability and a response to individual volcanic forcing events (see Fig. 1c).

3. Methodology

a. Detection and attribution of the temporal evolution

Although the goal of this study is an event attribution analysis, a preliminary detection and attribution analysis is performed for the SIE time series as the detection and attribution of long-term change in SIE or a closely related variable, such as surface air temperature (Najafi et al. 2015), strengthens event attribution findings (NASEM 2016) by demonstrating that external forcing has discernibly changed the background state against which extreme events occur. Separate detection and attribution analyses were performed for the time series of the annual SIE values and for the time series of September SIE values. Most detection and attribution studies follow the total least squares (TLS) methodology presented in Allen and Stott (2003). The TLS problem is set up as follows:

\[ y = y^* + \epsilon, \]
\[ x_i = x_i^* + \epsilon_i, \quad \text{and} \]
\[ y^* = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \beta_i x_i^*, \]  

where $y$ represents the observations, $y^*$ the true climate response to all acting forcings, each $x_i$ the modeled response to one of $m$ forcings, and $x_i^*$ the noise-free response to that forcing that is anticipated by climate models.
models. The noise on \( y \), denoted by \( e_0 \), is assumed to represent internal climate variability, while the noise on \( x_i \), denoted by \( e_i \), is a result of both internal variability and the finite ensemble used to estimate the model response. It is the inclusion of \( e_i \) that is the difference between TLS and a simpler, ordinary least squares approach.

The TLS coefficients \( \beta \) are also referred to as scaling factors and are determined via a method described in Van Huffel and Vandewalle (1991):

\[
\hat{\beta} = (X^T X - \sigma^2_{m+1} I)^{-1}(X^T Y),
\]

where \( \sigma^2_{m+1} \) is the square of the last singular value of the matrix \( Z = [X, Y] \). Here,

\[
X = C^{-1/2}_r \sqrt{n_{\text{ens}}} x_0 \quad \text{and} \quad Y = C^{-1/2}_r Y_0,
\]

where prewhitening of the ensemble mean responses \( X_0 \) and the observed values \( Y_0 \) is achieved by multiplying by the inverse square root of the regularized covariance matrix \( C_r \) of a climate noise matrix. Prewhitening rotates and scales the observations and mean responses so that noise in the transformed vectors consists of uncorrelated components with unit variance (thus the analogy to white noise). Prewhitening simplifies the fitting of the TLS regression model (Allen and Stott 2003) and optimizes the detection problem by maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio in the ordinary least squares sense (e.g., Mitchell et al. 2001). The use of \( C_r \) is based on the methodology of Ribes et al. (2013) and will be discussed in more detail subsequently. The first \( m \) columns of \( Z \) are the prewhitened mean model response patterns, and the final column \( (m + 1) \) holds the prewhitened observations. Furthermore, as an ensemble mean possesses a damped variance compared to a single realization (and the observations), the variance of the ensemble mean response is first rescaled using the square root of the ensemble size \( n_{\text{ens}} \) (Allen and Stott 2003; Ribes et al. 2013). As an example, for September, \( Y_0 \) is the time series of observations (black line in Fig. 1), and \( X_0 \) includes the ensemble mean time series responses from ALL and/or NAT forcings (see Fig. 1). Both \( Y_0 \) and the columns of \( X_0 \) are expressed as anomalies relative to the period mean.

One-signal analysis involves comparing the model response to a single forcing \( (m = 1) \) to the observations. A scaling factor different from 0 indicates the signal is “detected,” while a scaling factor consistent with unity implies the simulated and observed patterns are consistent in magnitude, which provides evidence that may contribute to attribution (Mitchell et al. 2001). Under the assumption of a linear combination of responses to forcings (Gillett et al. 2004; Hegerl and Zwiers 2011; Tett et al. 1999), a two-signal analysis \( (m = 2) \) can be used. Here, scaling factors are fit jointly for \( x_{\text{ALL}} \) and \( x_{\text{NAT}} \) that can then be used to derive the scaling factors for the combination of ANT and NAT forcings using

\[
\hat{\beta}_{\text{ALL}} = \hat{\beta}_{\text{ANT}} + \hat{\beta}_{\text{NAT}},
\]

A combination of the scaling factors is used to assess the ANT influence instead of combining the responses directly, as the TLS methodology assumes independence between the errors \( e_i \) (Ribes et al. 2013).

It is common to use the prewhitening operator of Allen and Stott (2003) and Allen and Tett (1999), which often involves a dimension reduction based on the EOFs of internal variability from control simulation(s). In contrast, Ribes et al. (2013) present a method that produces an improved, full-rank estimate of the covariance matrix of internal variability, which makes it possible to derive the prewhitening operator without resorting to EOF truncation. This method, called regularized optimal fingerprinting (ROF), will be used here. The ROF method also includes slightly different methods for performing the residual consistency test (RCT; Allen and Tett 1999) and calculating the confidence intervals for the scaling factors (Ribes et al. 2013). The RCT is used to check that the estimate of \( e_0 \) from the TLS analysis is consistent with the simulated internal variability.

An estimate of the covariance matrix representing internal variability is required for this analysis, to be used in calculation of the prewhitening operator and in the RCT, with separate estimates used for the two purposes. These covariance matrices are typically constructed by dividing the model’s control run into segments of the same length as the observations and then dividing the collection of segments into two samples. However, it has been shown that the internal variability of SIE can be dependent on the mean state (Swart et al. 2015). Figure 4 plots the standard deviation across the ensemble for each year’s September value against the ensemble mean for that month [cf. Fig. S6 in Swart et al. (2015)]. For both CanESM2 and CESM1, September SIE values at the high and low ends of the SIE spectrum show decreased standard deviation compared to the midrange SIE values. This pattern is season dependent. Using a preindustrial control run that sees only larger values of SIE may therefore underestimate the internal variability. An alternate method is to subtract the ensemble mean from each ALL member and calculate the internal variability covariance matrix from this set of realizations. (Note that one member must be removed here to maintain an independent set.) IPSL was not included in Fig. 4 because of its small ensemble
(three members). Instead, the IPSL analysis will utilize its 1000-yr control run to calculate the covariance matrix. The CMIP5 ensemble was also excluded from Fig. 4 because of its large ensemble spread. The use of multiple models may also mask the relationship investigated here. It was found that, when applicable, using the difference from the ensemble mean instead of control simulations resulted in only small differences in the detection/ attribution results that did not alter the conclusions.

These scaling factors can be used to rescale the model response(s) to better resemble the observed values (Sun et al. 2014; Christidis et al. 2012). One set of subsequent event attribution analyses will be performed using model responses that have been adjusted using the September scaling factors:

\[
x_{\text{ALL},j} = x_{\text{ALL},j} - \bar{x}_{\text{ALL}} + \hat{\beta}_{1,\text{ALL}} (\bar{x}_{\text{ALL}} - \hat{\varepsilon}_1) \quad \text{and} \quad x_{\text{NAT},j} = x_{\text{NAT},j} - \bar{x}_{\text{NAT}} + \hat{\beta}_{2,\text{NAT}} (\bar{x}_{\text{NAT}} - \hat{\varepsilon}_2),
\]

where \(\bar{x}\) represents the ensemble mean and \(j\) distinguishes the ensemble members. Individual ensemble members and the ensemble means are expressed as anomalies relative to the mean of the ALL ensemble mean over the common period between models and observations. To be consistent with the calculation of the scaling factors, the NAT ensemble mean has had its time mean removed, and both ensemble means are multiplied by the square root of the ensemble size to rescale the variance. Furthermore, \(x_{\text{ALL},j}, x_{\text{NAT},j}, \bar{x}_{\text{ALL}}, \) and \(\bar{x}_{\text{NAT}}\) are prewhitened using the regularized covariance matrix, again for consistency with the ROF procedure used to fit the scaling factors. Then the appropriate ALL or NAT ensemble mean is subtracted from each member. Next, the ALL ensemble mean is scaled by \(\hat{\beta}_{\text{ALL}}\) from the one-signal analysis, while the NAT ensemble mean is scaled by \(\hat{\beta}_{\text{NAT}}\) from the two-signal analysis (ANT/NAT), taking into account the error in the response from the TLS analysis, \(\hat{\varepsilon}\). The rescaled ensemble means are added back to each ALL and NAT ensemble member, and the inverse of the prewhitening operator is used to return to the regular space. Because the scaling factors were fit using anomalies, the \(\beta\)-adjusted data will only be used with anomalies in subsequent analyses. Although the reference period for the calculation of the anomalies is slightly different (1979–2014 instead of 1981–2010) in order to match the procedure for calculating \(\beta\), we expect this to have minimal influence over the comparison of results.

b. Event attribution of extremes

Event attribution is used to assess the influence of anthropogenic forcings on the magnitude or frequency of occurrence of a particular event. It is typical to choose extreme events with notable impacts (NASEM 2016). While the TLS method above is used for detection and attribution of the temporal pattern of the response to a specific forcing using a full time series record, a different approach is utilized for event attribution. The ensemble of responses can be used to determine the probability of a specific event occurring under each forcing scenario. Two metrics are typically used to assess the differences in probability with different forcings. The first is called the fraction of attributable risk (Stott et al. 2004):

\[
\text{FAR} = 1 - \frac{p_0}{p_1},
\]

The FAR represents the fraction of the risk for the occurrence of a particular event that is due to the inclusion of additional forcing from one scenario to the next. Typically, \(p_1\) represents the probability of the event under ALL forcing and \(p_0\), the probability under NAT forcing. An alternate metric is the risk ratio (RR), a simple ratio that describes how many times more likely the occurrence of a specific event is under ALL forcing than under NAT forcing alone:

\[
\text{RR} = \frac{p_1}{p_0}.
\]

Hannart et al. (2016) present event attribution in terms of necessary and sufficient causation. According to their definitions, requiring the presence of a particular forcing scenario for an event to occur would be necessary causation. In contrast, if the particular forcing scenario always produces the event in question, this would be sufficient causation. Under certain assumptions (monotonicity and exogeneity), the probability of necessary causation [PN, using the notation of Hannart et al. (2016)] is equivalent to the FAR described above. The probability of sufficient causation (PS) can be calculated by

\[
\text{PS} = 1 - \frac{1 - p_1}{1 - p_0}.
\]

Both PN and PS will be calculated in the following analyses. It should be noted that the equations presented here only apply as PN or PS if the resulting values are greater than 0; if negative, the PN or PS is assigned a probability of 0.

These metrics will be analyzed for decadal periods. Values from each year in the period and each ensemble member will be combined into a pool of data. Through the use of a kernel density estimator
(a nonparametric method for estimating a probability density function), the $p_1$ and $p_0$ values for specific situations can be assessed. A Gaussian kernel will be used, as it was determined that the results show little sensitivity to this choice. For the event in question, $p_0$ and $p_1$ of experiencing an event equal to or more extreme than this threshold can be calculated by integrating the density function. To calculate the uncertainty on the FAR, PS, and RR, a resampling method similar to that of Stott et al. (2004) will be used. The pool of data from each month in the decade and from each ensemble member is resampled with replacement to reproduce a set of data of the same size to use for the fitting of the kernel densities and calculation of the probabilities. With 1000 estimates of the density curves, a nonparametric 90% confidence interval for each of the metrics can be determined.

Event attribution can be sensitive to the framing of the question (NASEM 2016; Otto et al. 2012), which includes the definition of the event. As such, we use several different metrics to define the extreme SIE events. These include the absolute values from each model simulation and anomalies calculated relative to the 1981–2010 period, as discussed previously. Additionally, the event will be represented as a fraction of the 1979–89 climatology; this period was chosen as the earliest period before the influence of anthropogenic forcings becomes strongly apparent and was limited by the observations. Finally, 5-yr means will also be analyzed; with the constraint from the IPSL and CMIP5 NAT forcing scenarios, the period of interest will be the mean of 2008–12. Time series of these four metrics for each ensemble mean are shown in Fig. 3.

4. Results

a. Detection and attribution of temporal patterns

The scaling factors and corresponding 90% confidence intervals (CIs) for each model are displayed in Fig. 5 for both the annual time series and September alone. The annual time series is calculated as the sum of individual monthly means. For the one-signal analysis, scaling factors are shown for the ALL forcing, and filled squares imply a passing of the RCT. Consequently, open squares imply the RCT failed, which in this case indicates the model’s estimate of internal variability is too low. (None of the cases shown failed the RCT with model internal variability too high.) The estimates of $\beta_{\text{ALL}}$ for the annual one-signal analysis for all four models are inconsistent with zero, implying the signal is detected, and consistent with unity, which indicates good agreement between the observed and simulated SIE changes. All but CESM1 pass the RCT for the annual one-signal analysis, although both CESM1 and IPSL show wide confidence intervals. For CMIP5, the CI
just barely includes 1.0; a value of $\beta_{\text{ALL}}$ greater than 1.0 would imply a smaller trend in the ensemble mean for September, and this is consistent with the results in Figs. 1c and 3.

For the two-signal analysis (Figs. 5b,d), the linear combination of ALL and NAT forcings is used to derive the scaling factors for ANT (red) and NAT (green). Two-signal results are not shown for CESM1, as this model does not have NAT forcing simulations. The CIs for $\beta_{\text{NAT}}$ are generally wider than those for $\beta_{\text{ANT}}$ or the one-signal $\beta_{\text{ALL}}$, expressing larger uncertainty on this estimate of $\beta_{\text{NAT}}$. All three models pass the RCT for the two-signal analyses. The ANT signal is detected for both CanESM2 and CMIP5 with a scaling factor consistent with 1. CanESM2 shows a very tight CI around $\beta_{\text{ANT}}$, although the CI for $\beta_{\text{NAT}}$ includes both 0 and 1. While we cannot state that the signal is detected, we also cannot state that it is different in magnitude from the NAT signal that may be present in the observations. Thus, the best interpretation of this scaling factor range would be that the signal is not detected but there is large uncertainty in the estimate (as in Christidis et al. 2012). Thus, it would be deduced that the observed signal is almost entirely explained by anthropogenic forcings using this model. For CMIP5, the NAT signal is also detected for both September and the annual time series, and $\beta_{\text{NAT}}$ is larger than $\beta_{\text{ANT}}$ with a CI that includes 1.0 but does not include 0, implying detection of this signal of a magnitude possibly similar to the observations. The detection of a NAT signal is likely influenced by the effect of volcanic forcing (see Fig. 1c). For IPSL, the CIs for both ANT and NAT in the annual time series are unbounded, which inhibits any detection or attribution inferences. For IPSL in September, the NAT signal is detected, even though greater than 1, while $\beta_{\text{ANT}}$ is consistent with unity and exhibits a narrower CI. All three models pass the RCT for the two-signal analyses. Note that the $\beta_{\text{ANT}}$ and $\beta_{\text{ALL}}$ estimates are identical in the case of the two-signal analysis [see Eq. (4)].

The results of this detection and attribution analysis indicate that the CanESM2 large ensemble is the most suitable for an analysis of the attribution of extreme events in the SIE time series because of its strong detection of the anthropogenic signal and passing of the RCT. The CMIP5 ensemble is also fairly suitable, although the September ALL response is slightly smaller in magnitude than observed. CESM1 shows the necessary detection results for the one-signal analysis but fails to pass the RCT; variability in the residuals that is significantly larger than the model’s internal variability decreases the credibility of the attribution result. IPSL passes the RCT for all cases, and its wide CIs are likely due to the small size of its ensemble.

b. Event attribution

1) RESULTS FOR GENERAL THRESHOLDS

The attribution of a specific event involves the comparison of the probability of occurrences of that event under different forcing scenarios. This process is demonstrated through Fig. 6 for the adjusted CanESM2 data. Figure 6a uses the first of the four metrics for defining SIE events (Fig. 3), the absolute values, which are expressed in millions of square kilometers. The three left panels of Fig. 6 are density curves for ALL (blue) and NAT (green) from the model response for each decadal period. These curves are estimated from 10 yr $\times$ 50 ensemble members. For this model, the NAT curve changes very little with time, while the ALL curve shifts farther to the left (to smaller SIE values) with each subsequent decade. Similar plots from previous decades (not shown) exhibited only small differences between the ALL and NAT curves; separation of the forced signals beginning in the 1990s agrees with the result of Min et al. (2008).

The second panel from the right in Fig. 6a displays the FAR curves for each decade (1990s in red, 2000s in yellow, and 2010s in purple), providing the fraction of the risk of experiencing a September SIE value at or below the given threshold that is attributable to the anthropogenic forcing included in the ALL scenario beyond the forcings in the NAT scenario. Note that more extreme (smaller) SIE values are found to the right. The FAR curves all saturate to 1.0 by the time SIE declines to $5 \times 10^6$ km$^2$, indicating that any SIE less than this value is entirely attributable to the inclusion of ANT forcing (i.e., such SIE values could not occur with only NAT forcing). The observed 2012 SIE value (vertical bar) is smaller than the value at which the FAR reaches 1.0. Comparing to the density plots (Fig. 6a, left panels), the SIE thresholds where the FAR saturates to 1.0 are also where the NAT curves reduce to near-zero probabilities. The larger FAR values during earlier decades for larger SIEs are a result of the sensitivity to the shape of the density curves; because of the saturation of the FAR, the shift in the ALL curve with decade has little influence on this metric.

The far-right panel in Fig. 6a presents the RR curves for each of the three decades. The RR is only calculated within the realized range of values in the two responses for that decade, hence the greater extent of the latter decades' curves. By $5 \times 10^6$ km$^2$, this event is approximately $10^4$ times more likely to occur under ALL forcing than under NAT forcing alone. The RR values can get
FIG. 6. Event attribution analysis using the adjusted CanESM2 ensemble for four different event definitions: (a) absolute values, (b) anomalies relative to 1981–2010, (c) fraction of the 1979–89 mean, (d) and 5-yr means. Kernel densities by decade for ALL (blue) and NAT (green) for September SIE are shown in the three left panels. Number of values into each curve is 500 from the number of ensemble members multiplied by 10 yr. FAR of an SIE extent more extreme than the given value is shown in the second panels from the right. RR of a more extreme SIE is shown in the right panels; an upper limit of $10^6$ is applied. Vertical lines represent the observed 2012 event.
very large for small SIEs, and as \( p_1 \) approaches zero and \( p_0 \) is near zero, the RR can be sensitive to the estimation of the density curve and its integration. We will only consider RR values up to \( 10^6 \), the inverse of which was determined to be a reasonable error when integrating a Gaussian distribution with single precision (e.g., Cody 1993).

Figure 6 also shows the same analyses for the other three metrics to define SIE events: anomalies relative to 1981–2010 (Fig 6b), fraction of the 1979–89 mean (Fig. 6c), and 5-yr means (Fig. 6d). No matter how SIE events are characterized, the more extreme events have increased probability in the world with ALL forcings in later decades, while no significant changes by decade are seen in the world with NAT forcings. As a result, the FAR equals 1.0 for events of extreme magnitude, and the RR implies such events are much more likely with ALL forcings. Additionally, the 2012 event is a rare event with each metric (based on the density curves), even under ALL forcings, although an event of this magnitude or more extreme is considerably more likely to occur under ALL forcings than under NAT forcings alone.

Similar analyses for the other models and the unadjusted CanESM2 responses are included in the supplementary material (Figs. S3–S8). It should be noted that, because of the constraints from the availability of NAT forcings, IPSL (Figs. S5 and S6) and CMIP5 (Figs. S7 and S8) results are presented on slightly shifted decades (1983–92, 1993–2002, and 2003–12) from the CanESM2 (Fig. 6 and Fig. S3) and CEMS1 (Fig. S4) results for 1990–2000, 2001–10, and 2011–20. Instead of using the same decades, CanESM2 and CEMS1 results are presented using a more current, and more relevant, time period. All models and all metrics show increasing separation of the density curves of ALL and NAT with each subsequent decade. Furthermore, the FAR saturates to 1.0 within the realized range of all models. However, this saturation occurs at SIE values much greater than the 2012 event for some models (e.g., CEMS1 and IPSL) and at SIE values more extreme than the 2012 event (e.g., the nonrelative metrics for CanESM2 and CMIP5). FAR values less than 1.0 for the 2012 event are likely due to the low bias of CanESM2 climatological SIE and the low bias and large ensemble spread of CMIP5.

Because of its much greater ensemble spread, the density curves for the CMIP5 results (Fig. S7) cover a wider range of values than those for the single-model ensembles. This increased spread results in smaller RR values than are seen with the other models and FAR curves that do not reach 1.0 until more extreme SIE values. Regardless, the conclusions are consistent with those using other models. The uncertainty for the IPSL curves (Figs. S5 and S6) is much larger than that seen for other models as a result of the small ensemble size. Additionally, the 2012 event is outside the range of absolute values in both the adjusted and unadjusted IPSL responses. Even though the 2012 event is very rare (\( p_1 \) is very small), the FAR and RR results indicate the probability of such an event occurring is greater under ALL forcing than under NAT forcing.

To facilitate the comparison between models, Fig. 7 presents plots of the FAR (or PN), PS, and RR using the anomaly metric for all four ensembles. Because of the nature of the adjustment procedure, adjusted and unadjusted results will be the same for the anomaly metric. The decade from 2003 to 2012 is used for all models here, so the curves for CanESM2 and CESM1 are slightly different than those in Fig. 6 and Fig. S4. CanESM2, CESM1, and IPSL show FAR curves that reach 1.0 just before an anomaly of \( -1 \times 10^6 \text{ km}^2 \). The CMIP5 FAR curve increases at a slower rate than the other models because of the wider range of SIE values found in this ensemble. CMIP5 also presents smaller values of the RR, remaining below \( 10^6 \) until after the observed 2012 value of almost \( -3 \times 10^6 \text{ km}^2 \). Both CanESM2 and CESM1 present much greater values, well over this threshold.

The PS curves in Fig. 7b present large values for positive-anomaly thresholds and generally decrease rapidly with decreasing anomalies. The positive-anomaly values are either common in the ALL forcing responses or more likely to occur with NAT forcing alone, resulting in PS values near 1.0, indicating that the inclusion of ALL forcing is sufficient for such events to occur, effectively guaranteeing the occurrence of an event of the given magnitude, or more extreme. Very small PS values, such as those for larger negative anomalies, imply such an event is rare, even under ALL forcing. Comparing the PS curves with those for PN (Fig. 7a), shows that for an extreme event in the current climate, such as that in 2012 (vertical bars), the inclusion of ANT forcing is necessary (PN = 1.0) but not sufficient (PS is small). That is, the inclusion of ALL forcing is required for such an event to occur but does not guarantee the event’s occurrence.

The PS curve for the CMIP5 ensemble has slightly lower values for positive anomalies and shows a more gradual decrease, not reaching a PS value of 0 until values more extreme than \( -4 \times 10^6 \text{ km}^2 \). The difference between the PS results from the multimodel CMIP5 ensemble and from the single-model ensembles is predominantly due to the larger spread across the CMIP5 ensemble. With the inclusion of models with high and low biases, events in the tails of the single-model
ensembles carry more probability in the multimodel ensemble distribution. This disparity is much more pronounced when the CSIRO model is included in the CMIP5 ensemble (Fig. S9 in the supplementary material). In addition to smaller RR values and a more slowly increasing FAR curve, the PS curve shows a very different shape. With the inclusion of the CSIRO model, the ensemble contains more large, positive anomalies, and the greater ensemble mean leads the negative anomalies to be more extreme (Fig. S9). The wider, and multimodal, distribution results in smaller values of PS on either end.

The CMIP5 ensemble represents an “ensemble of opportunity” (Tebaldi and Knutti 2007). Several studies address the interpretation of these ensembles (e.g., Goldstein and Rougier 2009; Rougier et al. 2013), and, in practice, multiple methods are utilized for choosing an ensemble of a subset of the available realizations (e.g., Lutz et al. 2016; Cannon 2015; Collins et al. 2013). The differences between the CMIP5 results in Fig 7 and Fig. S9 demonstrate a potential disadvantage to using the ensemble of opportunity. Including a model deemed to have a very poor representation of the observations can produce a distinct difference in the results and conclusions.

2) FOCUS ON THE 2012 RECORD EVENT

To analyze the 2012 event specifically, Table 1 presents values of PN (FAR), PS, and RR from each model for an event as extreme as or more extreme than that observed in 2012. For comparison, the 2012 values of each model and metric are also presented, although the statistics are calculated using model response values from the 2003–12 decade. The 2012 values are taken from the ALL ensemble mean and are thus less extreme than observed, even for a dataset that compares well with the magnitude of observations. Calculating the mean across a large ensemble greatly reduces variability, so while none of these ensemble means see a 2012 value near as extreme as that observed (Fig. 3b), many of their individual members may.

The PN results are consistent across all scenarios, with values at or very close to 1.00 for all models and metrics. Thus, for all four metrics used to define SIE events, essentially all of the risk of the 2012 extreme event is attributable to the combination of anthropogenic and natural forcings (ALL), as opposed to natural forcing alone. Alternatively, a PN value of 1.00 indicates that ALL forcing is required for the 2012 event to occur (compared to only NAT forcings). Most model–metric combinations exhibit RR values greater than $10^6$, indicating that the probability of experiencing an event more extreme than that observed increases substantially under ALL forcing compared to under NAT forcing. Even those models, such as the CMIP5 ensemble, that present RR values less than $10^6$ still show a considerable increase in event probability with ALL forcing.

The PS values are very small for many of the models and metrics, which is because, in these cases, the 2012 event was rare, even in the ALL forcings scenario, and the inclusion of ALL forcings does not guarantee the occurrence of an event of this magnitude. If ALL forcings guaranteed the occurrence of such an event, it would not be “extreme” in the observations or simulations of the current climate. Larger values of PS indicate the 2012 event is more commonly realized in the ALL responses. For example, the 5-yr means for CanESM2 are significantly smaller than the observations (Fig. 3d), and all values from the ALL ensembles during the chosen decade are smaller than the observed 2012 value. This results in a PS value of 1.00, indicating that the inclusion of ALL forcings is sufficient to guarantee an event more extreme than the observed 2012 value in these simulations. In contrast, the 2012 event was rare with most other models and metrics, and the PS values are much smaller. While ALL forcings are necessary for an extreme event of 2012 magnitude to occur (see PN), they are generally not sufficient.

For CanESM2 and IPSL, both the original and adjusted results are shown in Table 1. Unlike IPSL, CanESM2 shows slightly different results between the original and bias-corrected responses. The RR values increase considerably with the bias correction. The bias correction was applied to both the ALL and NAT responses, and, prior to this adjustment, the NAT response overlapped with the observations during the latter decades (Fig. 1). Thus, the bias correction results in a shift of the density curves such that the NAT curve no longer contains the observed 2012 value, greatly decreasing the value of $p_0$. The decrease in the PS values from the unadjusted to the adjusted response reflects the shifting of the ALL density curve such that the 2012 event became even more rare.

Table 1 also includes values of PN, PS, and RR for the $\beta$-adjusted response anomalies for each model. By rescaling the model responses using the scaling factors from the detection and attribution analysis of trends in the time series, response patterns that more closely match the observations are produced. For a model, such as CanESM2, with scaling factors very close to 1, the effect of this adjustment is minimal. Even for a model, such as IPSL, whose anomaly for the 2012 event is considerably more extreme than the realized anomaly from the unadjusted response, the conclusions drawn from the PN, PS, and RR values remain largely the
same, although slightly weaker. Consistency between the results for the original and \( \beta \)-adjusted responses lends further robustness to the conclusion that the 2012 event is consistent with a scenario including anthropogenic influences and is very unlikely to occur with natural forcing alone.

3) FUTURE EXTREMES

To assess the implications of the event attribution analysis for future SIE events, the CanESM2 and CESM1 large ensembles provide model responses through 2100 and 2080, respectively. Figure 8a shows the ensemble mean anomalies (relative to 1981–2010) for this extended time period. Given the base period means of \( 4.3 \times 10^6 \) km\(^2\) for CanESM2 and \( 7.0 \times 10^6 \) km\(^2\) for CESM1, the anomaly curves level off around ice-free conditions in the model. To calculate the event attribution statistics for a future decade, the period 2031–40 is chosen as the last decade during which both models still show annually varying September SIE values. Density curves for each model during this decade are shown in Fig. 8b. For comparison, thirty 10-yr segments are extracted from CESM1’s adjusted PIC and the

Table 1. Values for 2012 from observations and four different ensembles (10\(^6\) km\(^2\)), as well as the PN (FAR), PS, and RR for experiencing a value more extreme than observed. Four different metrics are used to calculate the SIE: the values for the anomalies, anomalies relative to 1980–2010, the fraction of the 1979–89 mean, and the 5-yr mean event ending in 2012. Models with biases (CanESM2 and IPSL) also include mean-adjusted data (adj), and all models include a version for the anomalies that has been adjusted by scaling factors (\( \beta \); Fig. 5). Large RR values exceeding 10\(^6\) are indicated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Anomalies</th>
<th>Fraction</th>
<th>5-yr mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PN</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>PN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-2.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CanESM2</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CanESM2 (adj)</td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CanESM2 (( \beta ))</td>
<td>-1.49</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>-1.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1</td>
<td>5.81</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1 (( \beta ))</td>
<td>-3.63</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>-3.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL</td>
<td>6.73</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL (adj)</td>
<td>5.64</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL (( \beta ))</td>
<td>-3.31</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>-3.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMIP5</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>-2.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMIP5 (( \beta ))</td>
<td>-3.98</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.698</td>
<td>-3.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
lighter purple density curve is fit. As CanESM2 only has NAT responses through 2020, the NAT curve from 2011–20 will be used as reference (the light blue curve in Fig. 8b). Considering the inconsequential changes in the NAT curve by decade shown in Fig. 6, the choice of NAT period should make little difference here. Figure 6 and Fig. S4 showed diverging density curves with each subsequent decade through the 2010s, and Fig. 8b shows that, by the 2030s, the ALL and NAT curves are almost completely separated for both models.

The FAR, PS, and RR were calculated for a range of anomaly thresholds for both CanESM2 and CESM1 for the 2031–40 period, and the results are also shown in Figs. 8c–e, respectively. The FAR curves look very similar to those seen in Fig. 7, with a saturated FAR by an anomaly of $-1 \times 10^6$ km$^2$ for CanESM2 and around $1 \times 10^6$ km$^2$ for CESM1. The PS curves exhibit values close to 1.0 for smaller anomalies, implying that negative anomalies less extreme than $-3 \times 10^6$ km$^2$ (the 2012 extreme event) are almost guaranteed with the inclusion of the additional ALL forcings in this decade. The RR values increase rapidly and reach $10^6$ at an anomaly just less than 0 for CESM1 and around $-2 \times 10^6$ km$^2$ for CanESM2. Extending beyond the previous conclusions, any negative anomalies relative to the 1981–2010 mean in future decades are extremely unlikely to have occurred in a NAT-forcing-only scenario and can be almost entirely attributed to the addition of anthropogenic forcings.
4) THE 2015 RECORD MINIMUM IN MARCH MAXIMUM SIE

Finally, although we have focused on September SIE minimum events, extremes in the March maximum are also of interest. Analyses similar to those presented above but looking at the March extremes are included in the supplementary material (Figs. S10–S13). As the current record minimum in the March maximum SIE occurred in 2015, only CanESM2 and CESM1 are used. Both models show decreasing trends in March SIE under ALL forcings (Fig. S10) that correspond well with the observed trend, and the simulated ensemble mean ALL forcings responses from both models can be detected in the observations (Fig. S12). For the 2011–20 period, both CanESM2 and CESM1 show FAR curves that saturate to 1.0 before the magnitude of the 2015 event (Fig. S13). The RR values, while smaller than for September, imply an event more extreme than the current record is still considerably more likely to occur under ALL forcing than under NAT forcing alone. The models disagree on the PS value for the 2015 event, and this is likely a result of the difference in the magnitude of the trends (Figs. S10 and S12) such that the 2015 event is more common in the CanESM2 responses while remaining rare in those from CESM1. In general, the broad conclusions found for September are also valid for the March results.

5. Discussion and conclusions

There are several potential sources of uncertainty in an event attribution analysis. Christiansen (2015) discusses the situation where both \( p_0 \) and \( p_1 \) are very small, which inhibits the interpretation of the FAR and may be due to the rarity of the particular event under both forcing scenarios, a poor calculation of the probabilities using a distribution with tails that are too light, and/or an inappropriate definition for the event in question. Regarding the second explanation, we have limited assumptions regarding the distribution by using kernel densities and have shown the probabilities to be robust to the choice of kernel. Christiansen (2015) mentions that a common problem with event definitions comes from the spatial region chosen. The choice of area for our study should not be an issue in this regard, as we use a single time series of SIE over an unambiguously defined region. We avoid the other concern with defining the event in question by using multiple metrics to quantify the extreme event. Although the 2012 event is chosen from observations, the model response probabilities are calculated using the containing decade and do not require each model to have observed its record minimum in the same year. It was shown that the 2012 record minimum Arctic SIE was a rare event, even under the ALL forcing scenarios for all models. However, even though the event in question was rare, it was also shown to be very unlikely to occur with NAT forcing only. The rarity of the 2012 event in the ALL forcing simulations demonstrates the role of internal variability in the occurrence of such an event; while an extreme event like this one was shown to be much more likely to occur under ALL forcing, its occurrence still depends on a particular setup from natural variability.

Both Christidis et al. (2013) and NASEM (2016) emphasize the importance of first assessing a model’s ability to reproduce the events in question before performing an event attribution analysis. Although the models used do not perfectly characterize Arctic SIE and related processes, large ensembles allow for a more thorough representation of internal variability. Furthermore, using models with negative (CanESM2) and positive (IPSL) SIE biases, models with underestimated (CMIP5 multimodel ensemble) and well-captured (CanESM2) trends, and ensembles with large spread (CMIP5) or with few ensemble members (IPSL) strengthens the conclusions when results are consistent. No single model captures all observed aspects of Arctic sea ice evolution perfectly; for example, one model with a low bias in the climatology reproduces the trend well (CanESM2). The fact that our results are not strongly sensitive to biases and consistent results are obtained when using a range of models strengthens our conclusions. Although the scaling factors and their accompanying uncertainty ranges may differ between models, the general conclusion is an attribution of trends in Arctic SIE anomalies to the inclusion of anthropogenic influences beyond natural forcings alone. Additionally, although the exact values of the statistics may differ, there is general agreement among models (including the original, mean-adjusted, and \( \beta \)-adjusted responses).

Through a detection and attribution analysis, it was demonstrated that the observed trends in annual and September Arctic SIE anomalies are consistent with the inclusion of anthropogenic forcings and are very unlikely to have occurred under the combined influence of natural forcings and internal variability alone. The event attribution showed agreement among models of a FAR value near 1.0, a small PS value, and a very large RR value for the 2012 event. This means that an event of the magnitude of the 2012 record minimum in Arctic SIE or more extreme is generally entirely attributable to the combination of anthropogenic and natural forcings and that such forcings are likely necessary for the occurrence.
of the event (FAR near or equal to 1.0); that the 2012 event is extreme in the current climate, so the inclusion of anthropogenic forcings is not sufficient for event occurrence (small PS); and the event was much more likely to occur under ALL forcings than under NAT forcings alone (very large RR).

It was also shown that, for an event of the magnitude of the 2012 extreme minimum, the inclusion of anthropogenic forcings is a necessary but not a sufficient cause. That is, an event of this magnitude requires anthropogenic influences to occur, but the inclusion of these forcings alone is not enough to guarantee the occurrence of the event. Given that the occurrence of the 2012 event was extremely unlikely in its decade under natural forcings alone, combined with decreasing trends in SIE, it is virtually certain that future September minimum events more extreme than that in 2012 will be attributable to anthropogenic influences and that the inclusion of anthropogenic forcings will become a sufficient cause for events of the magnitude of the 2012 record event.
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